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There was a time when rail was considered to be an object of fear when British first laid down the
tracks and labors toiled greatly to serve them in the construction of tracks. No body knew then that
this is going to be the greatest achievement of human being to give a nation a chance to come on a
single platform leaving behind all the irrational dividing factors. Now, things are even more
simplified. Now, one can get the tickets book online with the comfort zone of his home. Gone are the
days when there used to be long queues in front of ticket booking counters at railway stations or
railway kiosks. You can chose to go any place for that matter like taking train to Bhopal.

Bhopal is considered to be a mix of history and modernity. Here, youth and olds represent a fusion
like no other place. Bhopal is a major hub and exchange railway station for the Central and Western
Railway networks. Train to Bhopal could take you to either of the two main railway stations. One is
Bhopal Railway Station in old Bhopal and the other is Habibgunj Railway Station in New Bhopal.
That in itself shows how things are planned in Bhopal and how people have molded themselves to
its environment. Rail leading to Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh will give you a chance to give insight of
amalgamation of old and new times.

The recommended train to Bhopal includes various Shatabdi expresses otherwise regular multiple
trains connect Bhopal to all the major metros in India. One can avail the opportunity to visit Taj-ul-
Masajid (largest mosque in the country), Jama Masjid, Moti Masjid and Idgah for a glimpse of
Mughal architecture. Also, there is old city market (chowk bazaar) for you to take some souvenirs
from Bhopal. One can buy things special arts of Bhopal like the beadwork and the hand embroidery
for which Bhopal is popular. There might be other options than rail to come to Bhopal but joy of
traveling comes only by trains.

There are also some other places to visit like Upper Lake (Badaa Talaab) and Lower Lake (Chota
Talaab) along with Bharat Bhawan, Manav Sangrahalaya, Science Centre, Bhimbetka, Bhojeshwar
Temple, Takeri and Van Vihaar is a must see when you have decide to take a train to Bhopal. Also
visit Sanchi, Khajuraho, Pachmarhi and Jabalpur (for Kanha National Park) while getting out of
Bhopal. One could enjoy the scenic beauty by car more than rail but you are to decide what you like.
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Shawn Johnson - About Author:
a Rails IRCTC Indian Rail Reservation can be done effortlessly at MakeMyTrip. Check seat
availability to get confirmed IRCTC Train Tickets online for all railway stations. Get ease train
enquiry, rails information, train timetable, train schedule, PNR status and Indian rail routes guide.a
Train to Bhopal  Book train tickets for all trains starts from Bhopal Jn BPL, Bhopal. Get timetable
and schedule, online reservation for trains passing through Bhopal Jn, Bhopal at Makemytrip.com
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